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Fashion, peer pressure, call it what you like,
influences most of us more than we probably
care to admit.   Most of us take the route of
least ridicule and, if we can afford it, plump
for the latest high tech enduro bike, and if we
can't; the latest enduro bike but one with a
few miles on the clock.  Racing has created
a breed of bikes that are immensely capable
in all conditions but is that what we need for
trail riding?  I bang on to anyone who will
listen that we all seek out the most difficult or
technical trails and maybe the more
competent that the suspension, tyres, engine,
the whole package is; the more we dilute
some of the pleasure of trail riding.  

It was along these lines that I was talking to
Jamie Masterman, Rieju (who?) Importer at
the BMF show back in May and he offered to
lend me one of his little MRT200 bikes to try
which TMX news (according to a press
release that he handed out) described as a

'proper little trail bike'.  A few emails later
and it was delivered to my house in time for
our (East Midlands group) weekend in
Rhayader. 

There are two models which look pretty much
the same apart from the paint job.  The one I
had was the more expensive at £3999 inc.
VAT & OTR and had adjustable rear
suspension.  The engine; a water cooled
183cc 4 valve, 6 speed is supplied by
Yamaha.  The rest of the spec looked pretty
good; Marzocchi shocks, O ring chain,
braided steel hoses front & rear, wavy discs
and a cast alloy swinging arm.  Some of the
plastics looked a bit sharp edged and didn't
seem to have the flexibility of the obvious
alternatives but scuffs to both the front and
rear mudguards when it was delivered
showed that it had been dropped before and
hadn't done more than superficial damage.
Rieju offer a complete set of unpainted body
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panels for £60 so they won't break the bank
even if they do get damaged.  The black
anodised rims and green and white plastics
made it stand out from the crowd.  

It also comes with keyed ignition which,
whilst giving a degree of security whilst
parked outside the pub, did prove to be a bit
of a hassle on the trail particularly when it is
hidden under a map case.

Before loading it in the van I took it for a
quick run up the lane and a couple of times
round a nearby field (friendly farmer!).  Initial
thoughts: started easily enough with just a
whiff of choke (lever handily placed on the
handlebars), very quiet, linear power
delivery (but not a lot of it).  It felt nice and
nimble and most importantly sitting astride it
with my 29” inside leg, I could place both
feet flat on the ground.  The brakes didn't feel
especially powerful but that didn't prove to
be a problem in reality over the weekend.

Anyway, I wasn't sure how it would cope
with Rhayader so, to be on the safe side, I
loaded my faithful XR400 into the van ready
for an early start in the morning.

We were expecting quite a few East
Midlands members down for the weekend.
A hard core had travelled down on the
Thursday night to get 3 days riding in.  Most
were arriving Friday evening and a few
masochists would be travelling down and
back on Sunday.  I couldn't get away on
Thursday but wanted maximum trail time so
left Oakham just after 5.00 and with a
couple of brief stops for coffee and a call of
nature (can't do much more than about 2
hours between oil changes these days), I
arrived in good time to join the gang, who
were just finishing breakfast, for a cup of tea.

The Rieju attracted loads of attention and it
has to be said, a certain amount of well, not
derision as such, but certainly a bit of a
condescending attitude.  I must admit to
feeling a bit nervous when it was parked
alongside the other bikes; a trio of KTMs -
Neil's 400, Brian's 450 and Cliff's 530, a
couple of CRF250s belonging to Barry and

James and Bob's WRF250 - it looked quite
diminutive and certainly much less focused.
Partly it was because it is just that bit smaller
(the impression heightened by a side stand
that parked it at a seemingly perilous
horizontal attitude which gave me the jitters
all weekend) but also because the tyres;
Michelin T63s 80/90/21 on the front and
only 110/80/18 on the back looked like
BMX tyres in comparison to the Mitas Stone
Kings knobblies that everyone else was
wearing.  

Once on the trails, there is no doubt that it
was slower than the others but I probably
would have been whatever I was riding.  The
thing that struck me the most though was how
easy it was to pick your line up rocky
bouldery climbs.  The XR just bangs its way
up while I just try to hang on.  The Rieju felt
almost trials like and the nice grunty engine
and the lack of outright power (or a power
band) meant that the back wheel was never
in danger of spinning out.   Similarly, when
things got a bit boggy, the smooth power
and the ability to float over potential bike
stoppers meant that the Michelins were not
quite as disadvantaged as they might have
been. 

The biggest problem were rutted lanes for
two reasons - the front end didn't feel very
secure (tyres again) which made travelling
down any narrow muddy rut a buttock
clenching experience but also the low peg
height meant that you were continually being
thrown off-line by them digging into the side
of the deeper ruts.   The lack of front end grip
on wet grass meant that it went down fairly
hard at one point.  It didn't seem to be
damaged when I picked it up but felt odd.
Initially I thought that the front wheel had
twisted in the yokes but I realised that I had
reshaped the handlebars slightly (sorry
Jamie).

The weekend was wet, wet, wet and each
group experienced a number of drowned
bikes.  Happily, the Rieju sailed through
everything including one river crossing at
which the rest of the group, having watched
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me fight my way over with water up to my
knees, all decided to take the easy route over
the bridge.  Undoubtedly the main reason for
the relative success was the low seat height
which meant that I could get my feet planted
when things got a bit slippery so it never
actually got dropped under but even so it did
seem to love water.   

Strata Florida, which had been perfectly
passable on Friday, had risen enough by mid
afternoon on Sunday to be a threatening
flood in places.  Unfortunately, after
spending some time drying out Simon's
BMW 450 after the first big crossing, time
was getting on and with every possibility that
there would be further stoppages later on the
trail, we had to take the decision to turn back
and head back the long way round (make a
good title for a book that would) on the roads
to the vans.  

This highlighted the compromise that had
been made to the gearing to give a
reasonable off road performance.  You could
wind it up to an indicated 59mph but you
wouldn't want to hold it there for any length
of time if you had any mechanical sympathy
- it was happier between 45 and 50.
Economy suffered too.   With a mix of riding,
it was exemplary and I only normally only
needed to put in about 5 to 6 litres in to
everyone else's 6 to 7 but, after an afternoon
of largely high speed road work, it went  on
reserve pretty quickly.   A very firm, narrow
saddle (by XR standards) also made the road
miles relatively painful. On the plus side,
those tyres instilled great confidence on the
road and were quiet and minimally
vibratory!  

If I was buying the bike there are definitely
some changes I would make: the bars would
have to go and be replaced with something
stronger, bigger foot pegs would make
standing up more comfortable and, surprised
though I was with how well the tyres coped,
they would be overwhelmed by the claggy
clay that we get around our local
Leicestershire lanes.

During the Friday afternoon when I wasn't

leading a group and things were a bit more
relaxed; as others wanted to have a go, I got
to try all of the bikes except the 450KTM.
Neil's 400 ran beautifully and, being closest
perhaps to my own bike, felt most instantly
right to me, the 250s were, to my mind, a bit
zippy and the 530 was positively
intimidating.  Anyone could get on the MRT
and, whilst it might not be to everyone's
liking, I am fairly sure that all would feel
instantly at home and at ease with it.

At around 2/3rds the price of a modern
enduro bike it seems to represent reasonable
value.  Sure, Spain is not up there with
Germany or Japan as a manufacturing
nation so depreciation is likely to be steep,
and, as I said before, some of the equipment
will need upgrading but in 3 fairly hard
days, apart from one of the two allen screws
that fasten a little bit of shiny trim to the
exhaust, nothing fell off and the XR stayed in
the van.  Rieju will undoubtedly have an
uphill task persuading large numbers to
abandon their KTMs etc but if you aren't too
chunky or are new to biking or finances limit
your choice to one bike which has to double
as a shortish range commuter and occasional
trail bike, don't dismiss it - you might be
pleasantly surprised.

Jack Knight

OTHER SNIPPETS:

Why can't we get Monk's Trod open?

Look out for the Rhayader carnival next year -
drunken madness!

Thanks to the Royal Oak Inn in Rhandirmwyn
for allowing us in for a proper sit down meal
in their carpeted dining area despite being
fairly wet and unsavoury.

Watch out for the byway going west out of
Llanoley (starting at 082603 on Map 1047) -
despite the homemade sign it is TROed and
the farmer is not very welcoming!

A purple all in one waterproof that might have
been fashionable in the early 80's is not a
good look in the 21st century.


